
 

Taper & Pillar Candle Purchase & 
Brass Candleholder Use Instructions 

 
Taper candles  

Taper candle quality varies greatly. A poor quality taper will burn out within a couple of hours and 
make a mess of candleholders & linens alike.  
 
When candleholders are returned with wax on them a wax-cleaning fee incurs, which reduces or 
cancels out savings made by purchasing low quality candles.  
 
For these reasons we highly recommend purchasing high quality, dripless candles with a burn time 
of one hour longer than you need them to burn. Purchasing high quality candles does not ensure 
that wax will not drip (as even high quality candles can drip if they are in a breeze, or are moved to 
quickly after burning out) but it reduces the likelihood of wax drippage and lengthens burn time.    
 
For your convenience Make Merry sells high quality, 8” 7-hour burn white taper candles for $1.50 
each. Let us know if you would like us to add some of these to your order! 
 
Pillar candles 
 
Higher quality pillar candles will have a longer burn time, but even a low quality pillar candle will 
last well over the length of one event.  
 
For pillars, we recommend purchasing candles with a 2 & ½  - 4” base. 
 
Brass candleholder use 
 
Ensure candles are secure tightly in the holders and fully vertical before lighting.   
 
Trim candlewicks to ¼” before lighting.  
 
Blow candles out after your event instead of letting them burn out, and be sure not to move them 
until wax has dried.  
 
We don’t recommend using brass candleholders and taper candles outdoors without a tent, or in 
other areas where there is a significant natural or air conditioner breeze or draft, as this will likely 
shorten burn time and lead to wax dripping.  
 
 



Brass Candleholder Cleaning Instructions  
 
When using a low quality candle, one with too short a burn time, and/or if there is a draft or breeze 
in the event area, wax may drip on the candleholder.  
 
When wax dripping occurs:  
 
Remove the wax as soon as it hardens if possible.  
 
For stubborn wax removal, put candleholders in the freezer for 45 minutes, then use a dull object 
to chip off the remaining wax.  We have included a Popsicle stick and wooden skewer for this 
purpose.  
 
Another alternative is to soak the candleholders in hot water until the wax softens, and scrape off 
the soft wax with a dull object such as a spatula, or the wooden Popsicle stick and skewer provided.  
 
For candleholders returned with wax on them a wax-cleaning fee will incur.  
 


